
FloodBreaker® is shipped with the vacation leak protection
active. It must be de-activated for the standard leak protec-
tion to be active.

If the FloodBreaker is only powered by batteries press any
key to wake up the display.

To unlock the menu, press and hold the up    and
down         buttons simultaneously until you hear a beep and
the display begins to flash. The menu is now unlocked.

1. Scroll through the menu until you reach LE.

Press it once more to reach the current standard leak set-
ting. Using the       or       buttons adjust the FloodBreaker
to the desired setting. Hit the mode button      once more to
save the setting. See Table 1 for code key.

The standard leak protection setting will vary for each home
and may need to be adjusted in order to optimize your
protection.

To determine your initial setting, determine what usage of
water or appliance outlet has the highest continuous flow of
water and calculate the usage. Example: a shower with a
flow of 1.5 GPM being used for 30 minutes would use 45
gallons (30 minutes x 1.5 gallons = 45 gallons). Set the
Standard Leak Protection setting accordingly.

2. Resetting the FloodBreaker.

To reset the FloodBreaker after it has shut-off the water,
press the mode button        . The FloodBreaker will open and
resume monitoring all of the original settings. Be sure to fix
any leak before resetting the FloodBreaker.

3. For Standard Leak Protection to be active you must

de-activate the Vacation Leak Protection.

Unlock the menu and scroll through it until you reach UL.

Press it once more to reach the current vacation leak set-
ting. Using the       button, adjust the FloodBreaker to the
de-active setting (--). 

Hit the mode button       once more to save the setting.

Congratulations your Standard Leak Protection is now
active! Be sure to read the complete instructions to take full
advantage of all of the protection features your new
FloodBreaker has to offer.
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Table 1

LE  Standard

Protection Settings

Approximate

Gallons

– – Deactivated
1 25
2 55
3 80
4 105
5 130
6 160
7 185
8 210
9 240
10 265
11 290
12 315
13 345
14 370
15 395


